A next generation of enterprise systems called business service platforms is emerging using new disruptive technologies such as cloud computing, big data and mobility. These business service platforms apply the concept of product platforms to software. They will
1. be services based
2. be offered as a service in the cloud
3. address new classes of users and types of business especially in the service business
4. allow for a high degree of business adaptability and extensibility.
5. be supplemented by a broad offer of partner add-ons supporting accelerated innovation.

These new business service platforms will play a key role in the digital transformation of the software industry.

Intended learning outcomes
Be aware of the big business productivity progress enabled by BIS in the last 50 years. Understand the limitations of these systems in spite of the digital transformation of the software industry ahead. Be able to critically assess the business potential of new IC technologies. Understand the business demand for change. Understand the necessary organizational learning needed to leverage new technology for business change management.

Courses
V (no information on SWS (weekly contact hours) and course language available)

Method of assessment
a) written examination (approx. 60 to 70 minutes) or b) written examination (approx. 60 minutes) and management report (approx. 6 pages), weighted 2:1 or c) written examination consisting entirely or partly of multiple/single choice questions (approx. 60 minutes) or d) oral examination (one candidate each: approx. 10 to 15 minutes; groups of 2: approx. 20 minutes; groups of 3: approx. 30 minutes) or e) entirely or partly computerised written examination (approx. 60 minutes)
Language of assessment: German, English

Allocation of places
Number of places: 40. Should the number of applications exceed the number of available places, 15 places will be set aside for Master's students of Business Information Systems. (1) Should the number of applications exceed the number of available places, places will be allocated in a standardised procedure among all applicants irrespective of their subjects according to the following quotas: Quota 1 (50% of places): total number of ECTS credits already achieved in the respective degree subject; among applicants with the same number of ECTS credits achieved, places will be allocated by lot. Quota 2 (25% of places): number of subject semesters of the respective applicant; among applicants with the same number of subject semesters, places will be allocated by lot. Quota 3 (25% of places): allocation by lot. In this procedure, applicants who already have successfully completed at least one module component of the respective module will be given preferential consideration. (2) Places on all courses of the module component with a restricted number of places will be allocated in the same procedure. (3) A waiting list will be maintained and places re-allocated as they become available.
Referred to in LPO I (examination regulations for teaching-degree programmes)

Module appears in

Master’s degree (1 major) Business Information Systems (2013)
Master’s degree (1 major) Business Management (2013)
Master’s degree (1 major) Economics (2013)